
Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the organizers of the Conference, I have honour and great
pleasure  to  invite  you to  participate  in  the  10th  Scientific  Conference
"Baltic  Morphology"  in  Kaunas,  from  24  -  25  October,  2019.  The
Lithuanian  University  of  Health Sciences has  previously  hosted the  5th

“Baltic Morphology” Conference in 2009 and, exactly ten years later, the
University of Health Sciences will again be delighted to welcome the 10th

“Baltic Morphology” Conference. This forum of the Baltic morphologists
with numerous participants from the neighbouring countries takes place
traditionally every two years in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on a rota
basis.

The Conference Scientific Program will reflect the considerable range of
interests  of  the  disciplines  of  Morphology,  including  the  Morphology
Sciences Education.  Certainly, this meeting will provide the opportunity
for  the  attendees  to  exchange  views  and  ideas,  to  discuss  their
observations and interpretations as well as the most recent discoveries in
diverse fields of morphology. 

Apart  from  a  very  interesting  scientific  program,  the  venue  of  the
meeting,  Kaunas  city,  offers  a  wide  range  of  attractions:  history,
museums,  galleries,  theaters,  a  delicious  cuisine  and  friendly
atmosphere! If participants can stay longer than the Conference, Kaunas
is also excellent base from which to explore other parts of the Republic of
Lithuania  as  this  city  is  located  almost  in  the  geographic  center  of
Lithuania and has excellent network of roads linked with other cities of
the Republic, including the capital Vilnius.

You are kindly asked to make a resolve to participate in the Conference
and to submit your presentation abstracts until  July 2, 2019.  Accepted
abstracts  of  presentations,  both  the  oral  and the  poster  ones,  will  be
published  in  a  supplement  of  Medicina  (Kaunas)  journal  and,  thereby,
they will be far and wide visible.

I  am looking forward to greeting you to the 10the “Baltic Morphology”
Conference in Kaunas in 2019!

Courteously, 

Dainius Haroldas Pauza, PhD
Head and Professor
Institute of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine 
Lithuanian University of Health Sciences
A.Mickeviciaus Street 9, Kaunas
LT 44307, Lithuania
Mobile phone: +370 68239366
E-mail: dainius.pauza@lsmuni.lt
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